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Dear Reader,
This is the sixth edition of murmur, a compilation of poetry, prose, and visual artwork created by
providers, mentors, and students at the University of Rochester Medical Center. It is the
successor of Turtlequill, which served as the URMC’s literary magazine in the preceding decade.
Throughout the production of this edition of murmur, we have experienced numerous changes
and disruptions in our lives both in and outside of the medical sphere. Communities around
the world have been impacted including our own home here at URMC. In this issue, we hoped
to provide a space for our friends and colleagues to express themselves in whichever medium
and capactiy they desired, with hopes that it might help with processing their own experiences.
With this in mind, we have decided to call this issue THEREAFTER, with themes of Disruption,
Solitude, Mending, and Reassurance.
We thank our editorial board and readers, Dr. Erik Larsen, Dr. Stephanie Brown Clark,
Dr. Natercia Rodrigues, Chris Donnelly, the University of Rochester Division of Medical
Humanities and Bioethics, the School of Medicine and Dentistry, the Rochester Academy of
Medicine, our contributors, and you, for helping to continue this URMC tradition.
Enjoy.
Sincerely,
Ching Pan and Victor Zhang
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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It’s the feeling you get
placed in time’s eye while your corners
spin, and about you whirls
growing cantankerous kids with skinned knees,
car trips to practices, slamming doors.
ill, whiney elders with skinned hearts,
handprints, shoes, everywhere shoes,
prescriptions, rattling windows, canes,
fast food, noise, tripped fuses, calls,
as decades become seconds,
car trips to hospitals, tests,
hearing aids, dust,
plumbing issues, and unwanted
laundry tumbling in the twister
with chunks of every day shrapnel
(Diabetes, car problems, bills)
sucked up from all directions
and tossed about
making you wish
you could be like your parents
or your MD
and say, “STOP!
You’ll Get Sick!”
Until it calms
into chaotic memories,
and you find yourself
D I Z Z Y,
exhausted,
and miles
and miles
from
where
you
Lisa M. Cuff
started.

The Physics Behind a Bout of Existential Dread
Sabrina Jamileh Sayegh

effusion. when gas molecules pass from a larger diameter container through a small opening.
controlled. single file. like a fancy 1920s perfume bottle. puff. puff. puff.
diffusion. when gas molecules are let loose into a container. they bounce off the walls. and
each other. and the walls. and each other. eventually dispersing evenly. never quite settled.
vaguely chaotic.
nearly the same. an easy mix up. my thoughts don’t know any better. they’re not physicists.
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“Non-compliant”
Lee Porterfield

A Palliative Approach
Paul Kim

You know
It’s so easy
To suggest
A palliative approach
When I’m not the one
Suffering
From that perspective
The decision seems
So right, so obvious
So straightforward
Uncomplicated
Yet when I suffer
Palliation is far
From my first instinct
Cure is what I want
What I fight for
What I’d kill for

But possibility
In its amorphousness
Comes with unknowns
Freedom
Yet sometimes I want
Order and its safety
A palliative approach
To life
What would that look like
To live courageously curious
What would I need
For it is far away
Right now
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More often than not
Someone else
Needs to suggest
A palliative approach

To accept that
To keep living
Will mean suffering
And yet
Also possibility
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Vagina Diner
Kate Crofton
Did you know that no one has ever died from
saying the word vagina?
From hearing the word vagina?
Even from hearing the word vagina while
eating breakfast.
These are medical facts.
If you don’t believe me you should
visit the Vagina Diner.
The Vagina Diner is serving up pancakes
and pep talks for the birthing people who apologize
for the smells and sounds and substances
that emanate from their laboring vaginas.
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The Vagina Diner is serving up Eve Ensler
and teaching us to love vaginas like
Lucille Clifton loves her hips.
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The Vagina Diner is serving up safety
and softness and space
so that people with vaginas
can love their vaginas
and their vaginas can love them back.

The Vagina Diner is serving up sustenance
for the people making patty cakes out of patriarchy
blind folding the male gaze
and building a traffic light at the -ism intersection
The Vagina Diner is serving up a big comfortable
couch because it’s 2021 and we are stuck in a
1970’s second-wave feminist poem.
The Vagina Diner is serving up a campaign to
disrobe euphemisms.
Not Southern Tier.
Not Bermuda Triangle.
Not Down There.
VAGINA.
The Vagina Diner is serving up a heart-attack special:
Six pieces of bacon,
two eggs over easy,
a shot of espresso,
and one heaping order of V-A-G-I-N-A.
Honestly, the Vagina Diner makes a really nice
breakfast.
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Puzzled
There will always be mysteries
with extenuating pockets of ambiguity
so, we never lose our capacity to wonder.
Breakthroughs, thought solutions, become detours
to new discoveries so incomprehensible
they validate the sciences are irrepressible.
The perplexing unrestrained
stares intensely at us unexplained,
and dares to be acquainted.
Stimulated,
face to face, we lick our lips
with hypothesis,
Probing principalities,
probing galaxies,
probing physicalities,
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Scratching our heads, desperate for traction,
  
fixated on exhausted fragments of satisfaction…
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PUZZLED!

Lisa M. Cuff

An Evening Walk
Ben Mansky, Ph.D.
It’s a gentle sort of evening. The sun falls softly beyond the
horizon, the flowering trees rustle in the breeze. You tread
familiar sidewalks, the same cars parked by the same houses,
the same children playing on the same lawns, the same plants
starting to wither in the late-summer heat. Your unoccupied
mind wanders aimlessly toward tomorrow. And then you round
the corner.
Wind whispers past the nape of your neck and you shiver.
Halfway down the block, red light spills from a ground-floor
window, bleeding out over just-cut grass. You compel yourself to keep moving, to get past this small strangeness, but the
window shines red in a way that swallows your attention, twists
your gaze toward it although you don’t want to see it there,
growing brighter by contrast in the fading sun.
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It’s a quiet, warm evening and the birds chirp lazily from their
branches and a dog barks in the distance and the window is
red. The laughter of children echoes from the local elementary
school playground across the neighborhood and the tall, dry
weeds shift and somewhere a car crunches over gravel and the
window is red. Your heartbeat rises, your stomach sinks as you
approach the house, forcing your gaze down to the sidewalk
ahead as if ignoring it will excise it from your reality, even as
the ruddy glow plays over the cracks and bumps in the pavement, splashes across your white sneakers and you keep walking
- you keep walking - you keep walking, and you don’t look back.
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Anatomical Being
Thomas Delgado
I am all that I think and feel,
and yet they pin me down to a few words.
My mind is rebellious in abstraction,
and I am validated.
It is insatiable in curiosity,
and it wanders too close to God.
My senses bring me to life,
so that I can choose to hear its call.
My soul is fiery and wanting,
compelling me to live.
I am described in these words,
and my constraints are self-endowed.
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No matter who I am, within or outside of description,
My being rages against these constraints and I long to be free.
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Seeking Its Own Levels
Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.
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The Locksmith
Ashlee Joan Macalino
We bear the trace remnants of microbes, come and gone
A memory, tucked quiescently in crevices, neatly kept.
We house a symphony, waiting at the ready:
Lymphocytes lying in wait, familiar, like an old friend.
She bears her mother’s mother tongue.
A historian, synthesizing a creation story 7,300 miles in the
making.
She yearns, the daughter of two Philippine immigrants,
For more than a footnote in the anthology.
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They huddle, hold their bated breath,
In a world-halting standstill, the pathogen surges on.
“Hate is a virus”, the evening headlines read.
She wonders why the memory forgets to protect.
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Morning
Emily Gore

-

Sabrina Jamileh Sayegh
She is a storm made of human skin
Which is not to say she weathers it well
Or is comfortable in this placement
She carries a chill
But hardly an unwelcome one
This is to say
She has never learned to be quiet
She will never learn
She is entrancing and space-filling
Just as she was built to be
-i heard her rattling the shutters in the early evening and am aching to let her in. i worry i will not
be enough for her everythingness.
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Drifting through time
Thomas Delgado
Echoes at night,
plane engine hum
carries me home.
At the window,
my eyes go dim,
as my thoughts roam.
Feeling through the dark
For far-off lights,
through ancient rites,
drift those below.
We orphan sprites
yearn for new sights
that bring us home.
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Wonderers of the Cosmos
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Strangers in time, children like me,
reach from the stars, unbound
from existential gravity.

My mind alights to a timeless space
vibrant in bright knowing embrace.
My thoughts, that aren’t my own,
tell me all that I see is what we’ve sewn
in a dream that cities born from land and sea could,
for a moment, share the night sky’s celestiality.
Long lost descendants
As real is the mind, they lend me their gaze.
I feel what they feel; fear of the unknown,
In a million lifetimes, has long been effaced.
Desire, our wayward compass home,
restored whole into final loving grace.
In the freezing heat of the cosmos,
life has found its place.

…..
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But, breaking through the portal edge,
new twilight creeps,
and my soul it reaps.
Space-time constricts,
pulling me back
adrift again.
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Why couldn’t I
be in their stead,
or those whose dreams
have already led
or yet to forge
the path ahead?
And I, resigned
to be adrift
and unseeing, yearn,
a moment more,
to bend time around the rift.
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To return home to the knowledge of our celestial being.
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Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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Solitude at Sunrise
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Untitled

murmur

Petra Rantanen
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Rice
Tiffany Ting
In my dream
I peel back the skin on the sole of my foot
And the thick plantar aponeurosis.
Instead of the four layers of muscles like they say in The Dissector
There is a cooked rice
Where the muscles ought to be.
Purple rice,
Like the kind they serve in metal bowls
At Korean restaurants.
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Inadequacy, My Old Friend
Paul Kim

murmur

Hey there
I haven’t seen you
In a long time
It’s a lie
I say as I sit
At your corner table
You know
The one farthest
From view
Wreathed in
Smoke and shame
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It’s a lie
Because you
Are always there
Head listing listlessly
To one side
Eyes hollow
Your gaunt frame
Like a coat hanger
For the ill fitting suit
Draped over you

Patched in
Every conceivable
Place
A half burned
Cigarette between
Your fingers
It’s sad ashy tail
Dangling on the verge
Of collapse
The burning edge
Slowly, menacingly
Creeping toward
Your soft skin
But you don’t care
Who would?
Everyday
The same table
Waiting, watching
Whispering
Immovable
Like a shadowy sentinel

As customers
Filter in looking
For a table
I direct them to
Joyous tablemates
Thoughtful friends
Even sometimes
Sorrowful souls
But not toward you
Even I try to ignore
Your existence
Looking out over
This bar
Taking it in like
A picture
Just with you
Cut off at the edge

And every once
In a while
Someone makes their
Way
To your table
...
Our table
...
I watch warily
Clutching the shotgun
Hidden beneath the bar
I don’t know if I realize
In this flash of a moment
That I care
About you
Don’t want you
To be hurt
Even though I do it
All the time, all my life
Yes some people
Have hurt you
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But sometimes
It’s unavoidable
I can’t keep you hidden
Forever
Some days I trip
Tumbling in a heap
And find myself
Staring up at you

From the floor
Barking insults and blame
Like I have seen
So many others do
To you

29
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...
Us
...
But there have been
A few
Who have performed everyday
Miracles
Right before my eyes
They sit down
Order a coffee, a sign
They mean to stay
At their presence
The smoke dissipates
Your eyes flicker
Head straightens
Flatten out your suit
Light a new cigarette
Realizing someone is there
Who cares
Who wants to see you
Hear you, feel you
…
Us
…
To my amazement
I see you both laugh
And cry and sit
In loving silence

So that is why
I come today
Saying my lie
Because it’s never easy
And always awkward
As I sit at
Our
Corner table
You know
The one farthest
From view
Wreathed in
Smoke and shame
Hoping that I might perform
An everyday miracle
But something’s off
What’s your name again
I always thought it was
Inadequacy
Maybe I misheard you
Or that is just what others
Called you
So I assumed it was your name
…
Our name
…

Oh that’s right
I say with a
Crisp, clear snap
Of my fingers
Sorry you have to keep
Reminding me it’s
Vulnerability
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Autumn Beech Trees
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Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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Foggy Solitude
Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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Distressed Damsel

murmur

Lisa M. Cuff
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Frail, disenchanted damsel
to do thee justice,
to fare thee well.
If only there be a glass cage for thy slumber
to shield thee from poison applesauce,
or from the stick of hypodermic needles
carted forth by spinning wheels.
The mask of tragedy knocks
and thou hath no diagnostic prince
saddling a white gurney
suited for battle
challenging magic scalpel’s blade.
Courted by bed sores,
thou lie tearfully in wait
on thy mattress of foam peas.
A bed thou hath brocade,
by directives like dentures mislaid;
leading to a powerless plight,
hard to swallow.
One hundred less sixteen years - old maid
sorely missing kitties,
trapped in a dream irrational,
whilst medically guarded in this castle,
tangled, silver locks
chain thy pillow.
Vulnerable, distressed damsel –
thou art out past midnight
seeking thy carriage.

Solitary Tree
in a Field
Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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Becalmed Bay
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Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.
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One Year Later
Will DiPasquale
In the words of the artist, Christian Boltanski, “Everyone is so unique, yet everyone
disappears so quickly.” To me, a perfectly succinct assessment of the beautiful yet
tragic nature of the human experience.
I stood in front of this piece last fall and cried. A few days before, I held the donor’s
brain in my hands. Once the substance through which they expressed themselves,
experienced the world, and recounted cherished memories. Now, what?
So unique, yet gone so quickly.
I gazed at the frames without faces and thought of cosmic energies. Then, I thought
of the static blur of an old TV — and wondered if there’s really any difference.
I gazed at the faces and saw family. These are the photos of my dad and his siblings
as children that decorated the walls of my grandma’s home. I wondered whose children these were. I wondered about their lives.
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So unique, yet gone so quickly.
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I stand here now and I notice that the gaze has changed. There is less grief and there
is less angst. I wonder if I’ve hardened or if I’ve grown.
A reflection on a moment in time. A moment of mine, so unique.

Monument
Christian Boltanski

murmur

© Christian Boltanski, courtesy of Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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I’m Still Awake
Xi Chen
Through the window, snow rages against the
morning like a meteorshower. The
patient cannot see outside. His gaze is
blinded by the triple channel pump pole
refilling His body drop by drop. The
light of the snow refracts gently through the
wrinkled, emaciated bags of water
labelled in austere Helvetica—
piperacillin/tazobactam 3.375 g,
plasma-lyte A injection pH 7.4.
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They creak as they swing, the bags do, as if
being blown by the squall out there.
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The student stands by the door, silent and
sweaty, debating whether to turn the light on.
“Mr. Crane?” he says, holding the switch between
fingertips. Many sad patients have been
woken by this hand, in it the power
to dissolve the borders between sleep and
reality. He’s a poor checkpoint officer,
but for Him, he stops and waits. To drown out
the last dreams of this man’s life—
it seems a powerfully violent act.

“Mr. Crane?” he repeats. “Hart?” As the boy
takes a step forward, a halo of soft
orange light comes from behind the bed. The
man appears before him, demeanor orderly,
stately, blanket spread flat over His lap,
gown resting over shoulders, tied well in
the back. A graying lion’s mane and a
well-combed beard frame His face—looks straight forward
at the wall. In His left hand, the patient
remote in the air, His thumb trembling over
the button. With this single movement of
will, He becomes. “I’m still awake,” he says.
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Stance
Emily Gore

Confronting
Cindy Jiao
Episode 1.
i watched your daughter’s face
crumple, tears
		drip
			drip
				drip
we looked at her
			solemnly
her expression suddenly smoothed
she breathed
your laughter filled the hallway.
you

but we

we watch you on your stage

we laugh with you
		
let us share your happy world
but we
we feel cancer in our hearts
knowing you
with cancer in your lung
will not live to see two months from now
(how?)
(how do we smile knowing you will be gone
knowing you will never know why)
(why?)
death (noun):
a kind of freedom where only those
who live on will suffer afterwards
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comedian in your hospital bed
infectious
		with
				life !
yesterday’s events quickly forgotten
come tomorrowtoday will have never happened
in your mind each day is a new life
what happened yesterday?

you will never know
you will not die. but we
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The Rooster Never Crows
Sabrina Jamileh Sayegh
More often than not
My house plants falter
Because I am too attentive
I keep them fully drunk on my affections,
Wine dribbling down a motionless chin
Without a word of resistance
Deny me thrice and I will stop
I whisper to the waxed leaves
They do not
But their posture slackens
Their eyes jaundiced, yet everlastingly silent
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They always acclimate
It is not so bad a fate, perhaps
To love like this
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negentropy: the loss of disorder in a system
Julia Mo
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City bus

murmur

(dedicated to the late Dr. James Kendig)
Lisa M. Cuff
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As I climb aboard public transportation I initiated hearty conversation
leaving the corner stop aside,
to learn his love of Neonatology.
society’s deprived share my destination,
A physician with this specialization,
so, I know with whom I’ll ride.
practicing in the university,
I search out a seat in this representation and traveling in addition
to scan only one open place,
to improve health care in Haiti.
A bald, thin man of forties maturation
Seemed as delighted with my introduction
escorts moss and a leather case.
as when he met England’s Queen.
At least he radiates no intimidation
Can’t drive post his hospitalization,
and shirt ‘n’ tie are free of sweat.
until his bill of health is clean.
If I wished for closer examination
Exiting I had an admiration
I’d find something I’d regret.
for the doctor’s congeniality,
So, I sit with polite approximation
who buzzed my bias implication
and note his peer o’er his specs.
of urban commuter’s deficiencies.
An awkward fit to my expectation,
A humble professor with humanitarian application
hinting some level of intellect.
of how regard for all others should be!
Asks for my consideration,
“If I fall asleep, wake me please?
Need to transfer at the midtown location.”
“Yes, the stop with the maple trees?”
The Acer saccharin was his interpretation,
made me think twice of what I assumed,
revisiting my haughty discrimination,
of whom the city bus exhumed.

mind’s oasis
Julia Mo
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Mask-Mending

Patti Blaine

Balikbayan
Ashlee Joan Macalino
She packed four Balikbayan boxes to the brim,
Every sweater naïve to a first winter’s snow.
Most of the space was occupied by keepsakes and kitchenware,
Though she stowed away some room for things to grow.
Ordinarily, these boxes embark on a one-way journey across the water
To loved ones, separated by time zones and ocean expanse.
“Balik”, Tagalog for “return”,
Traverse a distance that feels a little farther.
In transit, she’d misplaced one set of instructions,
Nuts and bolts lay strewn, untethered wood.
From fragments, she built a bookcase to safekeep her stories
The way only pen and paper could.
Perhaps home is more a feeling than a locus.
The hardwood floors are sealed with wonder, courage, and grace.
She lays out silverware and ceramic plates, a table set for one.
Unpacks her belongings in this place.
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The Promised Land
Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.

The Sound of Settling
Sajal Medha Akkipeddi

I am a rug shaken on a summer’s day
As well as the dust that falls from it,
Not so much disappearing as
Taking on a new shape
Over an unfamiliar surface
With once-used paint.
I am cords of colored sunbeams,
Braided through prismatic glass
To blanket the carpeted floors
Under a modest apartment window,
Landing as softly as lips
To lover’s lips in velvet night.
I am the final moments of a note
Plucked by practiced hands
At the end of a drowsy waltz,
Floating like a stray hair in the breeze,
Inaudible to the ear but unquiet,
Bringing a comfortable sort of silence.
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I am a reflection dappling deep waters,
A reverie undone by a stone’s throw
To mark the shifting of strong currents
Beneath a hazy outline
That grows clearer
With every wave.
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Treadmill to Somewhere
Kate Crofton
The mood is 4:58 pm. Wrinkled pant legs fidget
under a conference room table littered
with granola bar wrappers, iPads, and
half-muffled yawns. We have just finished
armchair analyzing a twelve-year-old girl who is unable
to list ten positive adjectives about
herself.
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Maxwell leans back in his chair
casually raises his left arm
and asks “How do you build a sense of
self?”
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I think of this later on the
treadmill
in the windowless basement
gym as I run to
nowhere. I believe in myself
in this moment
because I believe in
my thighs. They are working
wonders, a temple of
		contractions
		and relaxations.
They are solid
and strong.
I trust them to carry
me.

I trust each cell,
broken glucose molecule,
and shuttled electron.
Anabolism
		Catabolism
Perspiration
		Respiration
Thank god for
		
the Krebs cycle!
Each mile is an Atheist’s baptism in
sweat. I thank my thighs from the treadmill altar
commune with my water bottle and hope
to the Universe that the twelve-year-old
may learn to love
her thighs, too.
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Ash-Leaf Spot
Xi Chen

Walk through the body’s garden –
biliary tree, aortic root,
pulmonary trunk, pituitary stalk,
tubercle, stroma, ramus,
brainstem, bundle branch,
shagreen patch, and ash-leaf spot.
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Where are the body’s fruits, its flowers?
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Rise
murmur

Ben Mansky, Ph.D.
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Anaphylaxis
Paul Kim

Airways closing
Blood pressure dropping
Nausea
Skin rashes
Even Death
All caused by something
As commonplace
And harmless as
A peanut
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The body reacts
Harshly, defensively
To something it had seen before
Seen as a threat
Yet the reaction is so severe
Even though it’s purpose is
To protect life
Those mechanisms
Suffocate
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How often does
The soul, the spirit
Have a similar reaction
To words, places, images, sounds
Harmless on their own
But remembering a pain
Long ago
Calls forth those same reactions
Closing a person off with
Protective walls of
Violence
Silence
Suspicion
All slowly squeezing
Life out of the soul
In an effort to survive
And yet there is
An emergency response
It doesn’t cure the sensitivity
But brings people back
From the brink

The epipen
Simple
Just apply and hold
For three seconds
What would an epipen
For the soul be?
A simple “you are loved”
The gift of a beautiful flower
Holding someone close
All of these things held
For just three seconds
To let the goodness
Permeate
Letting someone
Get up again to live on
Even knowing the world
Is full of those allergens
And so much more good
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Loss of Mind

murmur

Lisa M. Cuff
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Opinion is you're a cut above; you're smarter and refined.
Then, along comes one of life's tough snags
that throws you for a loop.
First, acutely overwhelmed evolves to loss of mind.
Your body now shows the sort of sags
that sled the slippery slope.
Conversation with yourself, a choice method to unwind,
but the voice of an incessant, loony rag
is a lousy way to cope.
Little does the spirit discern how it can be unkind,
until the release of the inner nag
broadens the worried scope.
Then it seems to level off, since you’re becoming blind
to all the quirks you thought you had,
as you near the end of your rope.
Nonsense reluctantly wanes as waxes reason sublime.
Bottled remedy on a prescription pad
gives angst a watchful dope.
Hanging onto hair's loose ends, our moods split and remind
when willing, though change and time may lag,
a cut above, there's always hope.
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her husband, looking for the local yarns while he looks for the local beers.
Xi Chen is a fourth-year medical student at URSMD, with an interest in exploring the
issue of trust in patient-physician relationships. He will be taking time before his fourthyear to complete a Masters in Fine Arts at Columbia University’s Non-Fiction Writing
Program. His work has previously appeared in murmur, as well as Entropy and Hektoen.
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Kate Crofton was delivered right occiput posterior from the University of Rochester
School of Medicine on May 14th, 2021. She is now in her infancy of training as an OB/
GYN. Her favorite diner breakfast is eggs benedict, but she wouldn’t say no to a waffle or
stack of pancakes.
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Lisa Marie Cuff is delighted to be chosen and included for another year in murmur’s
anthology. As retirement closes in on her career as a registered nurse in the NICU at
Galisano Children’s Hospital, Lisa considers this year’s entries to be a type of swan song.
She is humbled by the many talents (inside and outside of medicine) of the professionals
she has been privileged to work with over the years. “Parting is such sweet sorrow,” so
Lisa would like to encourage all medical, artistic and love-minded hearts to persevere into
morrows!
Thomas Delgado is a 1st year graduate student in the Neuroscience graduate program
and a 3rd year in the MD-PhD track. He grew up in South Florida, and exhausted by
the humidity, mosquitos, and lack of interesting landscape aside from beaches, decided
to venture out. He is half Venezuelan, but still feels a bit sensitive about his Spanish. He
is really big on classic movies and great stories in general. He has two publications in
scientific journals and plenty of work that ended up in the limbo of half-finished drafts.
Will DiPasquale is a third year medical student who was born & raised in Rochester and
is cherishing the opportunity to be back in his home town for medical school. He spends
his free time detailing cars, planning events for his wine group, cooking, exploring local
food & drink, and appreciating the collection at the Memorial Art Gallery.
Emily Gore is a fourth-year medical student and aspiring internist. She hopes to follow
her roots back to New York City, where she can fully embrace her love for the arts,
culinary diversity, and people watching.
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Cindy Jiao is a fourth-year medical student at URSMD who cries (of joy) at the mere
mention of poodles. She enjoys all types of artistic endeavors, swimming and biking,
and above all else, all things food-related. On any given weekend, you can catch her at
the public market, playing video games, reading Webtoons, or thinking about her dream
house.
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Paul Kim is a second year medical student at URSMD who spent the last three years
living with and learning from a community with people who have intellectual disabilities.
He used to hate poetry but has now turned amateur poet to mine the depths of life’s joys
and sorrows. Paul loves to cook and create welcoming spaces where people can come as
they are to appreciate the belovedness present in each of us.
Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D. is a geriatric psychiatrist (by training, albeit the demographic
description fits) and a longtime faculty member at URSMD. He enjoys travel in nonpandemic times, kayaking in non-winter conditions, and listening to music in, well, any
circumstances.
Ashlee Joan Macalino grew up in Los Angeles, California and is an avid singer, billingual
Pinay, and household plant enthusiast. She enjoys exploring the sights and aromas of local
cafes, journaling to the sounds of lo-fi music, and exploring the intersection of health,
cuisine, culture, and community.
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Ben Mansky, Ph.D. is a postdoctoral researcher at URMC studying epigenetics in the
aging brain. When he’s not in the lab, you can find him t aking photos, baking, writing, or
trying to teach himself bookbinding/embroidery/weaving/prop-making. His research has
appeared in Science, his photography has appeared in his parents’ house, and his writing is
appearing right here, right now.
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Julia Mo is a second year medical student who always had an enduring interest in art and
the creative expression of moevement and life. This is her first time being published in
murmur, and she looks forward to viewing her peers’ and colleagues’ published work in this
edition.

Lee Porterfield is a fourth-year medical student at URSMD who grew up in rural
Western New York. Lee enjoys creating art, playing ice hockey, and spending time with her
tiny squirrel-dog, Wilson.
Petra Rantanen is a third year medical student. In her spare time she enjoys playing the
cello, playing with her dog Mungo, and being in the great outdoors.
Sabrina Jamileh Sayegh is a second-year medical student at URSMD. She is a plant
parent with tendencies for old lady hobbies and strong opinions about Les Miserables. She
is a collector of eccentric, queer earrings and has a soft spot for bees and local cafés.
Brandon Sprung, M.D. is an Assistant Professor of Medicine at URSMD in the
Department of Medicine Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, and the
Associate Program Director of the Gastroenterology Fellowship Program. He is
passionate about landscape photography, having started the hobby as a medicine resident
as a way to explore local places and escape the stress and darkness of the hospital wards.
You will often find him up well before the sun chasing that perfect sunrise light along the
lake or countryside. He has won photography awards locally, including a NY State Park
photography competition, and his photos are often featured on the local news channels
and social media outlets.
Tiffany Ting is a second-year medical student at URSMD. She grew up in the San
Francisco Bay Area and enjoys running, making kimchi, and painting her nails. She regrets
trying her first garbage plate recently.
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About this Journal:
murmur accepts poetry, prose, and visual art from members of the University of Rochester
Medical Center community, including students, physicians, nurses, and alumni. The editorial
staff and volunteer readers review pieces anonymously; selections (writing and art) are made
by group consensus. Copyrights of all printed materials belong to their creators.
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murmur was founded in 2015 and is led by medical students with input from faculty advisors.
We print copies annually at Book One in Rochester, NY. We are funded by the URMC
Division of Medical Humanities and Bioethics, and the University of Rochester School of
Medicine Student Senate. Our annual release party is held at the
Rochester Academy of Medicine.
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